
Equities and rates have lifted beyond the low part of the economic cycle  

Not all sectors are back at pre-COVID levels, with real estate, industrials, utilities and energy being the major 

laggards. Those laggards stands to benefit from an increasing inflationary outlook.  



Market breakeven inflation expectations lift back to pre-pandemic levels, but consumer 

expectations have not lifted 



Equity market ownership by investor categories. Retail owns roughly 1/3, with BoA

increasing allocations in client equity holdings 



96.4% of stocks in the S&P500 closed above their 200-day moving average last week. Highest % 

ever. Data goes back to 2002…



US stocks look about as expensive as ever comparing to S&P earnings yield to 10-year 

inflation breakeven rates via Morgan Stanley



S&P500 is up 5% in April. Fundstrat believes a breakout is taking place after a few weeks 

of consolidation. Target S&P500 4400 



The V-shaped recovery in corporate earnings is complete. S&P500 earnings are on pace 

to hit a new high in Q1. Partially funded by record dry-powder war chest (deleveraging) 

via halting dividends/M&A/buybacks and taking advantage of record low rates.  



Credit Suisse: At 22.4x, the market multiple is nearly 2 standard deviations above “normal” 

with all 11 sectors trading above their 10-day average. Financials and healthcare looks 

undervalued… 



Credit Suisse: US Cyclicals looks expensive on 12m fwd PE relatives. Selective cyclical 

defensives are recommended that have strong correlation to PMIs and inflation expectations.  



Global Risk Appetite is approaching euphoria  

Left-hand chart shows investors’ risk appetite have not reached levels since the GFC and 2013 cycles. Right-hand 

chart illustrates the correlation between higher risk appetite and global industrial production momentum. 



Explosion in Margin Debt Triggers Alarm Bell for Equities  

The pace of growth in the amount of money to buy shares have hit levels synonymous with periods of equity 

weakness per BoA. 



VIX indicative bid-ask spread which can be used as a proxy for liquidity and stress suddenly spiked to levels 

rivalling June 11 & Sept 3 2020 sell offs. Currently VIX sits at 17…   



There appears to be no correlation between changes in capital gains tax rates and 

market returns. 



USA COVID-19 Situation at a glance…  



JP Morgan: At 350,000 new cases per day. The 7 day average in India is now 1.5 times that 

of the rest of EM. Less than 9% of the Indian population has received at least one vaccine.   



The drama around Huarong means investors in China’s offshore debt are becoming 

more selective about what they buy  



IG gross issuances have somewhat normalized. HY issuances remain elevated.  



Bond market movements in real yield and implied carry will be a forward leading 

indicator 



The HY/Junk Bonds market have all but recovered but will that damage the integrity of the 

Fed’s balance sheet? 



Copper prices have risen to the highest since 2011…



Corn, soybeans and other crops are trading at their highest prices since 2013… 



Bloomberg Agriculture Index  

So are we in a “transitory phase” per Fed’s commentary or are we in the beginning of something more?



JP Morgan: With home price growth running at the fastest pace in over two decades. It is 

reasonable to question the point at which the rise becomes a problem. 

Throughout most of history US Home Prices tracked inflation rates relatively closely. That relationship diverged 

during the housing bubble when price appreciation exceeded inflation by 99% in 2005. We are revisiting those 

levels.  



Semiconductors really do control everything… 



Fundstrat: Remain tactical over the next 6-12mths. With long-term thematic positioning 

after 


